Name:_________________

Date:_________________

5th grade - Data & Probability - List 1of3
WhichWord - Sentences
Circle the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
1) Average all the numbers to find the ______.

6) ______ the data to show the survey results.

A. ratio
B. mean
C. probability
D. double-bar graph

2) A ______ family is a group of probability data.

A. graph
B. coordinates
C. probability
D. ratio

7) ______ the coordinates on the graph.

A. ratio
B. function
C. location
D. mean

3) Enter 2 + 2 in the calculator to get the ______ 4.

A. ratio
B. plot
C. data collection
D. location

8) A ______ shows place value of data.

A. Venn diagram
B. input
C. output
D. stem and leaf plot

4) The lucky boy has a good ______ of winning.

A. coordinates
B. stem and leaf plot
C. collection
D. unorganized data

9) The ______ of data was tedious but vital.

A. ratio
B. chance
C. output
D. collection

5) A ______ shows all possible outcomes.

A. coordinates
B. mean
C. output
D. collection

10) The ______ of the data on the graph made it
clearer.

A. probability
B. graph
C. tree diagram
D. unorganized data

A. arrangement
B. mean
C. location
D. certainty
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11) She used ______ to plot her position.

16) ______ is difficult to interpret.

A. unorganized data
B. probability
C. input
D. coordinates

12) The ______ was f(x)=2x+1.

A. coordinates
B. unorganized data
C. graph
D. plot

17) If we know the ______, we can find the output.

A. function
B. graph
C. data collection
D. chance

13) There was an uneven ______ of boys to girls.

A. input
B. output
C. location
D. arrangement

18) In a ______, overlapping circles show relatedness.

A. double-bar graph
B. ratio
C. output
D. certainty

14) The ______ of snow in July is small.

A. unorganized data
B. Venn diagram
C. input
D. chance

19) The ______ of the statistics was nearly 100%.

A. chance
B. certainty
C. probability
D. coordinates

15) ______ involves gathering information.

A. certainty
B. output
C. probability
D. Venn diagram

20) Two data sets are shown on a ______.

A. collection
B. graph
C. arrangement
D. data collection

A. tree diagram
B. arrangement
C. double-bar graph
D. input
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